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YOU will find unexcelled banking service.
It is our aim to render prompt and courteou s service at all times. Prudent, careful
peopl e have for many years found this bank
to be . ati sfa tory ~n every way. We invite
your account and assure you efficient service
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-Dry·-- Goods,
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FURS, HOSIERY, MUSLIN UNDERWEAR
GLOVES

A Complete Stock of all the latest novelties on
the market
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Real Estate

WE are headquarters for everything
in Fine Writing

.,
Eyestrain is the student's
greatest drawback--glasses
prescribed and fitted by us
his greatest friend. Eyes
examined -- glasses m a d e
and fitted.

Papers, either by

the box, pound or bulk. We also
execute orders for Engraved Cards .
Invitations at lowest price consistent
with first-class workmanship.

Magoni & Ferrari

George McL. Presson
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Teachers'

0. FISK & CO., Proprietors

2 A Park Street, Boston, Mass.
"156 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.
809 Title Bldg., Birmingham, Ala.
28 E. Jackson Bldg . , Chicago, Ill .

AGENCY

Agencies

317 Masonic Temple, Denver, Colo.
514 Journal Bldg., Portland, Ore .
2161 Shattuck Ave ., Berkeley, Cai .
533 Cit. Bk. Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal.
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teur Ph oto grapby . Get the habit of leaving your
films for develo ping and printing at HA RDY' PH AR-~
.
MACY on Broadway.
You will like the way our
wo rk i fini hed, as great care is taken in th e wo rk,
and also in pr mp t delivery. W e have the Eatma n
Ko cfa.k line in a large assortm ent of Ca meras and
Supplies. Make our store your headquarters for
Camera wants in Farmington.
Our service will
please you.
.
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consequence our place is always busy. We solicit
business not because we need it to keep our prese;-t
force busy but that we may grow . Buyers of printing
have absolute assurance when placing an order with
us that there will be no disappointments. No job is too
lar~e or too small for our perfect equipment to hand!';°.
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We I-lave Your Travelling Bags
Suit Cases and Trunks / a
Also an Up-to-Date Stock of Men's ,Furnishings
DRESS SUITS FOR HIRE
I want to thank the boys for their' kind patronage,
pecially at the time of the B Social
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LESLIE'S CLOTHES SHOP
BROADWAY

[Next do0r to Arbo C. Norton]
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SHINE STAND
Agent for Pict orial Rev iew'1Patterns

Shoes left here will be shined promptly

Autographic

and a Brownie, too

The new No. 2A Folding Brownie is Autographic
-the new mark of distinction in things
Autographic
Makes pictures 2 1-2 x 4 1-4 inches. Has Kodak Ball Bearing Shutter
with highest speed 1-100 of a second, time and "bulb"
actions.
Made of metal and covered with fine imitation leather, and neatly
nickeled parts.

Compliments of

E. J. RODERICK
RUMFORD,

& CO.

MAINE

Compliments of

STODDARD

No. 2A Folding Autographic Brownie, $8.00
HOUSE

Farmington,

Send your films here for developing

and printing
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Membership of over two hundred. All counties in Maine and
three other Neiµ England States representedin the list of students.
Farmington is a delightful village in the hill country of Maine.
It possessesa splendid water system, an efficient lighting system,
beautiful streets, and an intelligent and hospitablepeople.
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EDITORIAL
OUR GREATEST NEED

ARY JANE was all excitement and
plumped herself down in the middle
of the floor, chin in hand, and Turk fashion.
To -morrow she was to leave home to attend
Farmington State Normal school. Could it
really be possible? · Had she re~lly gradu
ated from High school only two short months
ago, and pow the time had actually come
when she could prepare herself to teach?
Ever since she was in grammar school she
had wanted to become a teacher, and now
it began to look as though her · fond dreams
were to become realities. What fun she
would have ! How hard she would study
so that dad and mother-.
At the thought
of her loving parents her face sobered.
Fourteen long weeks away from home !
How would she ever live through it? Why,
she had never been away from mother more
than a month at a time. Would she ever
get acquainted with the girls so that she
would · feel at home? What wol}ld her
roommate be like? A flight into the
realms of fancy concerning the wonders of
boarding school life caused her spirits to
rise with a bound, and she murmured ,to
herself:
"Oh, I do hope I get into the Dormitory.
Frances Leighton told me that was half the
school life. If I 'd known they were apt to
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be overcrowded I would have sent my ap
plication in sooner, but I thought any time
this summer would be all right."
Then the disordered room and the open
trunk reminded her that she wasn't half
packed, and her trunk had to go early the
next morning, and in a trice she was on her
knees beside the open trunk, trying to de
cide whether to take all her class pictures or
just a chosen few.
Two days later a slight girl boarded the
morning train at Farmington.
Despondency
and disappoint!llent breathed from every
line of her trim little serge suit, and even
the brave little feather on her new fall hat
drooped disconsolately, while her eyes were
swollen and red and her lower lip quivered
pitifully.
" Oh dear ! Oh dear ! " she sobbed,
" Whatever shall I do? , How did the mis~
take ever happen that I didn't get the prin~
cipal's 'letter s~ating my application was too
late, and I could not be admitted.
I can't
afford to go to college, and besides I don't
want to, and I don't want to go to any other
Normal school.' '
As she sobbed away to herself it seemed
to her as though the rails kept clicking,
" All-is-lost, all-is-lost, all-is-lost."
Two
weeks later she entered the employ of a
dry goods store in her own town.

This story may seem highly improbable,
but at the present time it is only too possi
ble. The Farmington State Normal school
is growing by leaps and bounds, and every
year witnesses a much larger attendance
than the year before.
At the present time the one and only
Dormitory is taxed to its limit. Every room
is occupied, even the hospital room, while

10
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there 1s a long list of applicants ready to
take possession of the fii;st vacant place.
There are about 165 taking their meals at
Purington Hall, and this year the private
dining room has to be used daily. Every
available room in town is taken, and some
girls actually had to be refused permission
to enter last fall because of no boarding
place for them.
What a deplorable state of affairs if Maine
is sacrificing her opportunity to secure better
teachers, because she cannot afford to give
her Normal schools buildings and facilities
enough to care for their students ! What
better way could there be for investing her
money, for she will get returns far exceeding
the price she pays out, for the teachers who
go out from this school and other Normal
schools are going to have a great deal to do
with the education of our future lawyers,
doctors, judges, mayors, and even our gov
ernors, while in most communities they have
a direct influence on the uplifting of the
standards of living existing there. It is
needless to add that trained teachers are far
more fitted to cope with the present school
problems than untrained teachers, and where
can a grade teacher get better training than
in one of our State Normal schools, and
where would she be better trained than at
Farmington State Normal school?
Let us all hope that before another year
has rolled around the Stat e' will have awak
ened to our needs and we will be well on the
road towards securing a 'new Dormitory,
large enough to meet the needs of this
growing school of ours for many yc::ars to
come.
CHANGES IN THE FACULTY

"THE

old order change th, giving place
to new," says Tennyson. So it is
with our faculty, for as each year rolls by
usually one or more of its members gives up
her place of work to be filled by a new
comer.

NORMAL

Our music teacher is Miss Margaret Bake
man, who received her education at Chelsea
High school, at Simmons College, and at the
New England Conservatory of Music. She
has had a very successful experience in
teaching music in the public schools of
Bath. She not only teaches music in Farm
ington Normal, but she also teaches music
one day each week in the village schools.
Miss Bakeman is a very beautiful singer.
Our manual training teacher is Miss Ger
trude Knight of South Berwick, Maine. She
is a graduate of Thornton Academy, Saco,
Maine, and also a graduate of Pratt's Insti
.tute, Brooklyn, New York. She substituted
as teacher of drawing for a short time at
Kent's Hill.
The senior assistant of household arts is
Miss Frances H. Butler. Miss Butler is a
graduate of Rockland High school, of Farm
ington Normal in 1906, and of the advanced
course in household arts in 1916. She has
taught nine successful years in the grades of
Rockland.
The junior assistant of household arts is
Miss Gladys E. Smith, B. S. Miss Smith
received a degree from the Home Economics
Courses, College of Agriculture, Cornell
University, New York, in 1916.
Mrs. Nina D. Palmer has full charge of
reading· and expression. She is a graduate
of Farmington Normal in 1892, and of the
school of English Speech and Expression
in Boston in 1912. She has taught the
grammar grades in Rockland, Maine, for
.three years, and in Reading, Mass., for two
years. She was assistant teacher for one
year in the school of English Speech and
Expression, Boston.
Mrs. Palmer also
teaches in Farmington High school.
The position in the first grade of the
training school is also a permanent position,
and the resignation of Miss Inez Rolfe was
followed by the election of Miss Clara M.
Bacon as first grade teacher.
Miss Bacon's
home is in West Paris. She is a graduate of

FARMINGTON

South Pari11High school, and of Farmington
Normal in 1916.
During the fall term Miss Louise Richards,
assistant to Miss Lincoln and teacher of
the upper grades, was detained at her home
in Belfast by the iJJness and death of her
mother. Her place was acceptably filled by
Miss Ethel Asnault of Portland. Miss As
nault is a graduate of Portland High school,
and of Farmington Normal in 1916. We

11
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are glad to report that Miss Asnault is now
teaching in Farmington High school.
The one year positions in the training
school were filled by election from the class
of 1916, as follows : Miss Loretta Henzie of
Pittsfield, Miss Ruth M. Thomas of Farm
ington Falls and Miss Helen P. Gale of
Jackson, N. H.
To these members of our faculty we ex
tend a very hearty welcome to F. S. N. S.

I.J.,

A WINTER SONG
BY PEARLS.

HALLWORTII

I come .from a place where the northern
lights race,
And the day and the nt°l{htare one;
From the country o.f snow and the Eskimo,
The land o.f the midnight sun.
I come in the 'nt°l{ht,with a mantle of white
I cover the wold in a trice.
I whisper a dream to the sleeping stream
U,hile I lock him away in the £ce.
Above his retreat, with tracery neat,
I .fashz'on a wondetful.frieze
O.f turrets and towers - of .ferns and o.f
flowers
That bend in a .frozen breeze.
Then I bluster and blow, and I laugh ho l ho!
As madly I sweep o'er the lea.
And the trees, how they lash, how they splin
ter and crash I
'Tis the merriest music to me.
For I know that .I' m bold, and I'm glad
that I' m cold,
And I'm glad that l' m mighty and
strong I
Then here is to you if you 're glad o.f it, too,
And here 's to the end o.f my song I

•
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As we are going up the river for a May
day breakfast, we pass through the gates of
Magdalen and on through the cloister quad,
out to the water walk where we take our
boat. Punting leisurely along, we keep close
to the banks which are bright with the spring
flowers; Soon we see the deer in the pad
dock; and now we come to the stretch of
river walk where Addison composed the
hymn that is sung so often, and with so much
feeling at the University Church,

MAY-DAY AT OXFORD
S does the university student of some
renown, we drank tea all the after
noon to keep awake all night that we might
welcome the dawn of May-day at Oxford.
Not as a harbinger 0£ spring did it come;
for since early April the daffodils had graced
the river walks of Magdalen, and apple blos
soms now made gay the quad at Trinity.
But it came as a herald of a tradition which
can be traced to the Middle Ages - the sing
ing of a Latin hymn at sunrise by the choir
boys at Magdalen.

A

Henry the Seventh, securing a promise
from Magdalen College that prayers would
be said for the repose of his soul, built that
impressive landmark of Oxford, Magdalen
Tower. From the parapet of this tower ori.
May-morning, the Te Deum is sung in Latin,
'I
commemorating the benefactor.
At an early hour, the -crowd begins to
gather on Magdalen bridge, a most favorable
place from which to hear the singing. Peo
ple from all walks in life are there ; not only
the " Don" and the undergraduate, but the
green-grocer, and the boy with his wheel
and horn.

•

But the view from the bridge is too alluring, to allow one to study the crowd. Ho.w
beautiful is Magdalen at the break of day !
Standing on the banks of the Cherwell, and
at the head of the most classic street in the
world, she is the gem of Oxford colleges.

Occasionally, a splash of oars attracts the
attention.
Would that the Magdalen crew
were pulling up the river with their coxswain
dressed as at " Eights," in scarlet coat with
a large bouquet of lilies in his belt.
But silence falls upon all, as the president
of the college and the choir boys take their
places. '' Old Tom '' at Christ Church is
striking the hour. A few minutes later, as
the first glimpse of the sun is seen, a burst
of melody comes wafted through the air.
The singing of the Te Deum in medh:eval
surroundings by some of the best trained
voices in England cannot help but awaken
adoration.
Nature herself is still, save the
cawing of the rooks in the trees along the
river walks. Every eye is fixed intently upon
the vested choir as it stands at such a height,
clearly seen against the sky. The time that
it takes to sing the Te Deum is compara
tively short - less than ten minutes.
But
what an impression has been made! As the
last note is sung, and as the choir boys are
about to leave the parapet, one feels that
another touch has been given to Oxford life
that '' lends sweetness to labor and dignity
to leisure.''
The crowd soon disperses.
The small
boy is off on his wheel, making good use of
his horn. The undergraduate does not re
turn immediately to his college, as it is a
morning of parties.

"When all Thy mercies, 0 my God,
My rising soul surveys,
Transported with the view, I'm lost,
In wonder, love and praise.''

The walk is not deserted this May-morn
ing. It is a favorite rendezvous. Group after
group of university students pass.
Here
comes my Oxford tutor. His presence offers
no reproof to me, as I was not "ploughed ''
in " collection," and to work at the univer
sity before ten is deemed " unholy."
My
congenial tutor is not the type portrayed in
" Robert Elsmere."
fle still keeps up his
undergraduate's
interest in athletics;
at
"Eights,"
no one has a keener interest in
the success of his college boat than he. Just
as my tutor is saying his most polite "Good,
morning '' to us an American Rhodes man
comes rushing down the walk. His gesticu
lations are noticeable.
At home he would
be considered by many, the busiest man in
town; but not so in Oxford. Strained facial
expressions, and effervescence of energy are
not real indicators of work.
They serve
rather as a means for classification.
They
place a man in that ever increasing American
family which unconsciously has for its slogan,
"I am a hustler. I am too busy to work.''
( Let us forget this discordant note. It is
not Oxonian.)
As we punt along and pasa under the rustic
bridges, we come to an ideal spot for a May
day breakfast. Here the graceful elms of the
water walk have interlaced their branches
1orming a canopy which is sparkling with
dew. A May-day breakfast does not differ
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materially from other English breakfasts, but
the early hour and the surroundings make it
unique. We sit for some time watching the
boats go and come on the river. At last
" Old Tom" strikes an hour that calls us to
our studies. Reluctantly we punt down the
Cherwell, and leave beautiful Magdalen be
hind, as we turn out onto the High.
The morning is spent attending lectures at
Christ Church and Baliol, and reading in the
Bodleian. In the early afternoon, the play
time of the university day, we stroll along
the Isis to Godstow where are the ruins of
the historic, ivy covered nunnery. After tea
at four, we settle down to strenuous work.
I would not have you form such an impres
sion as the tutor in "Punch '' gave his pupil
whom he was preparing for the university,
when he said, " Work well with me for six
months, and I promise you a long three
years' holiday when you go up to Oxford.''
No, indeed, the university student does at
least six hours of intellectual work each day,
vacations included.
After dinner in the quiet of our study on
Long Wall, there comes a temptation to see
Oxford once more in the gray light on this
memorable day. Where shall we go for the
view? Shall it be the one from the High,
or the more distant view from the tow-path?
We choose the latter. In a few minutes we
are opposite the college boat-houses.
As we
look across Christ Church meadows, we see
the silhouette of Magdalen against the even
ing sky; and our May-day ends, as it began,
under the beauty and the spell of Henry the
Seventh's tower.
Bessie Verder.

CHANGING ASPECTS OF THE MONROE
DOCTRINE

APID and extensive as the growth
of the United States has been in
territory, wealth and power, the develop
ment of one of its most important policies,

R
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the Monroe Doctrine, has been even greater.
It would be hard to say with whom the spirit
of this principle originated, but we know
that over a century ago, Washington and
other prominent statesmen were pursuing
lines of thought which led in this direction.
In his farewell address Washington warned
his fellow citizens against '' interweaving our
destiny with that of any part of Europe.''
About a quarter of a century later, when the
" Holy Alliance" decided to help Spain
subdue some of her rebellious American
colonies and when all Europe was looking
towards the New World with greedy eyes, it
remained for President Monroe to call a
halt. Then it was that he enunciated this
principle which has almost had the power
and influence of an international law.

NORMAL

nal declaration. Owing to wide divergencies
of opinion as to its meaning and the tend
ency of some politicians to juggle with it,
critics have called it the " will o' the wisp
of American politics.''
Be that as it may,
for the past century it has stood as the cardi
nal principle in American foreign policy.
Because of this declaration President Polk
claimed the right for our country of acquir
ing more territory, and President Cleveland
at the time of the Venezuelan boundary
dispute declared, that we had the right to
interfere in the internal affairs of our south
ern neighbors, when our interests were in
volved.
We all know how under President Roose
velt and under President Taft this doctrine
was made to cover the freeing of Cuba, the
acquisition of the Philippines and the con
trol of the Panama Canal.

At that time it was simply a message to
Congress. In sub~tance, it declared that
the New World was closed to further colo
Thus, originating as a simple declaration,
nization by European powers ; that the it has acquired world-wide significance. It
United States would not meddle with affairs debars foreign nations from the territory of
in Europe and that she wo~ld consider as an the New World but does not check the
unfriendly act, any European interference
United States from expanding.
It prohibits
in the politics of the New World. To what foreign interference but sanctions that of the
proportions has this policy grown since then? .United States in South and Central America.
Time has proved that the wording of it has It not only bestows rights, however, but it
allowed _a very liberal and expansive inter entails great responsibilities.
So much so
pretation which is largely responsible for the that many of our statesmen within the past
development, through which it has passed. few years have begun to question the wisdom
In fact it is impossible to determine just of adhering to it any longer. They fear it
what John Quincy Adairls and President
will be a millstone around our necks and an
Monroe had in mind when. the message was obstacle to our progress in the future.
being prepared.
Now that the doctrine has become a prob
Since Monroe's time practically every lem, what is the best solution? Shall the
president of the United States has had oc United States alone continue to bear the
casion to refer to ·, and to interpret the responsibilities of it? Shall it be reduced
meaning of this policy. In many instances
to narrower proportions?
Shall it be aban
it has been modified to meet some new situ
doned? Shall Pan-America support it, or
ation. At one time President Roosevelt
shall it in some way be made international?
declared that "If we had refused to apply
A few years ago it was thought that the
this doctrine to changing conditions it would
now be completely worn out.''
Some of its " Hague " conferences would meet the situa
tion, but now for the time being, the great
applications have been unjust and others
have been natural developments of the origi- European war has dispelled all such hopes.
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In his recent recommendation to Congress
of a " World-wide Peace League," Presi
dent Wilson has brought matters to such a
crisis that we shall hear this question ·de
bated throughout the whole country. What
the outcome will be Time only can deter
mine. At the present time, however, there
is a large and rapidly growing group of states
men who believe in a new Internationalism.
They maintain that just as the states had to
relinquish their self-centered ideas and think
in terms of the Union, so the Nation must
give <1pits continental ideas and think in
terms of the whole world, if it is to take its
prnper place in the march of the World's
progress.
R. G. Oakes, 'I7.
WHOSOEVER

ETER, the recor?ing a,ngel, was_writing
busily away, with a frown on his brow.
Curiosity, peering over his shoulder, read
the following entries :
"Mehitable Anne Timpkins, born May 1,
1870. A shy child full of fancyings, with a
great passion for books. She is rather in
clined to be selfish, but withal is a bright
and promising child.''

P

" As a girl she is honest, good as the av
erage, although her selfish tendencies have
grown upon her. She lives more in the
world of books than in the world of realities,
and is apt to become a narrow, selfish wo
man. She needs to love and to be loved."

" Now a middle aged woman, a school
teacher, unmarried, narrow, selfish, proud
and unloving, she has accomplished nothing
of worth in the world.''
Peter heaved a sigh as he wrote the last
sentence and slowly turned the page.
"Miss Timpkins ! Miss Timpkins I It's
hal~ past seven and breakfast is ready ! It 's
a terrible stormy day, the worst one we've
had this winter, I guess."
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Miss Timpkins awoke with a start, hopped
out of bed, ran and put down the window,
and hurriedly began to dress, with chattering
teeth and icy fingers,
"What weather! " groaned Miss Timp
kins. " What weather ! If the school
board had any feelings at all they wouldn't
require school to keep on such a day as
this. But they never think of us poor
teachers!"
Having combed her straggling locks
straight back into a tight pug, and having
donned a half-worn black skirt and an in
describable grey and black flannel shirt
waist, Miss Mehitable scampered oat the
door of her little bare room and down stairs,
entering the dining room of Mrs. Simms'
respectable boarding house just as the man
who mended shoes was leaving the table.
"Good morning, Miss Mehitable ! It's
a fine day," he remarked.
" Fine day ! " snorted Miss Timpkins.
"I should think it was. Isn't fit for decent
folks to be out in. I do think winter is the
most disagreeable time 'to be alive in. Any
time of year is bad enough but winter is the
worst of all. It 's either snowing, or the
wind blowing a gale, and you can't step out
of doors without freezing your nose, or
catching a cold."
After this outburst the rest of the boarders
remained silent and Miss Timpkins, after
swallowing hastily a cup of coffee and some
of Mrs. Simms' prize graham muffins, hur
ried from the table, put on her goloshes, a
heavy dark brown coat, a grey stocking cap,
and heavy black mittens, and sallied forth.
The schoolhouse was just around the
corner and its ugly brown outline soon
loomed up in the distance, and after a brief
struggle with the storm Miss Timpkins was
soon ensconced in the big bare room where
she was monarch of all she surveyed. The
town of Cranford was not particularly inter
ested in its schools, and considered its teach-
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ing force fortunate to have such a large
roomy building. As for Miss Timpkins her
self she considered it · fol-de-rol to bother
with pictures and flowers and the like, and
thought that children should be able to learn
their lessons without the aid of games, ex
hibits, charts, sand tables, construction
tables, and all such trash.
Consequently, the third and fourth grade
room was not a particularly inspiring sight.
Bare brown walls, streaked and cracked,
equally bare blackboards save for a little·
school work, battered and scarred little
desks, all of the same size, so the littlest one
could .,,barely touch the floor with her toes
and the biggest one had to sit curled up like
the letter S, dirty windows, with bare sills,
and a raised platform in front on which re
posed two chairs, and the teacher's desk,
which was adorned with a few text-books, a
dollar clock, a box of seized treasures, and
a good stout ruler.
Presently the old walls of the building be
gan to resound with the echoes of childish
voices, and rosy faces all bundled up so just
a pair of bright eyes and cheeks as red as
peonies could be seen, would occasionally
peek into the room where Miss Timpkins was
busily at work, putting the spelling lesson on
the board. It required only one glance at
her uncompromising back to cause them to
turn and ·scamper away.
At 8.45 A, M, the gong rang and the children all filed in to begin the day's work.
From the very beginning everything went
wrong. The children were restless and
sulky and didn't know their lessons well,
while Tommy Reynolds, the ringleader
among the boys, seemed possessed to make
trouble. He wrote notes, he threw spit
balls, he whispered, and to cap the climax
he slyly stuck one of Elsie Baxter's beauti
ful blond curls, which were the pride of her
life and the envy of every little girl in
school, into his ink-well. · Cries of anguish
arose and Tommy was relegated to the

..
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dressing room to ponder over his sins.
Thus things dragged along all day and at
5.00 P, M., after sending. a teary and still
rebellious Thomas home, Miss Timpkins
gave a sigh of relief and muttered to herself,
'' I never saw the like of those children.
Every stormy day it's like this and it seems
as though every one was worse than the last.
I declare I don't see what ails those
children."
She didn't think that grey flannel blouses,
tight pugs, bare rooms, dry text- books and
scowling countenances were not particularly
conducive to docility and happiness on the
part of little children.
Hurrying home through the early winter
twilight, she was suddenly arrested by a sob
bing which seemed to come from beneath
her very feet. Peering around, sbe observed
a small form huddled on the doorstep of an
old disreputable looking house which stood
close to the street. After a passing glance,
she tramped along, but the childish wail
still sounded in her ears after she had turned
the _corner. Impatiently she turned around,
went back to the child, and asked her what
was the matter. A tear stained face was
lifted and a little voiee quivered :
"They've taken my mother away off to
heaven, and she's never coming back, and
they told me to stay here till somebody
came after me, and nobody comes, and I 'm
cold and hungry, and it's all dark inside and
-a:nd-.''
" You come along with me," interrupted
Miss Timpkins, '' and we '11 see what can
be done."
The child immediately stopped crying and
confidingly tucking her hand into Miss Me
hitable 's unresponsive one, she trudged
along by her side. As they walked along
the little . girl confided to Miss Timpkins that
her name was Alicia Harmon and she
would be six years old next Fourth of July,
and then she 'd be big enough to go to
school.

'
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Miss Timpkins vouch.safed no replies to
these remarks and they soon reached the
boarding house.
Great was the excitement among the
boarders when Miss Timpkins entered the
dining room that night with a little child by
her side.
After she had related her story, the man
who mended shoes spoke up :
•'Oh, yes t I know of her. Her mother
came here about a m·onth ago and worked
in the laundry. She was taken sick with
pneumonia a week ago and died Monday.
I understand she has no relatives and the
child will have to be sent to some asylum.
It 's too bad, for she seems to be a real
bright little thing." ,
Miss Mehitable did not reply, but near
the end of the ineal she grimly remarked,
" I '11keep the child to-night, Mrs. Simms,
if your little boy will go tell the people who
looked after her mother, and to-morrow we
can send her away."
That night the old alarm clock in Miss
Timpkins' room saw strange sights, which
caused him to hold up his hands in amaze
ment.
Under the influence of the child's un
conscious prattle Miss Timpkins unbent
cons.iderably, and even laughed once. But
Alicia soon grew sleepy and remarked that
she always had to go to bed at half past
seven.
It was a strange experience for Miss Me
hi table to fumble with unruly buttons anq.
short abbreviated garments.
But with
Alicia's help she soon had the little girl ar
rayed in one of her own flannel nightgowns,
and ready for bed.
Suddenly, to Miss Timpkins' consterna
tion, Alicia began to cry as though her
heart would break. Between her sobs she
managed to gasp out that she always said her
prayers to mother, and how could she say
them when mother was way off in a queer
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place called heaven and she was here alone.
Miss Timpkins awkwardly picked up the
childish form and holding her tightly, rocked
her back and forth, and before she knew it,
she was crooning to her and saying, '' Don't
cry, dear, mother wouldn't want to hear
you cry and know her little girl was un
happy. If you like, you shall stay with me
and be my little girl."
Finally Alicia, exhausted, fell asleep, but
Miss Timpkins sat a long while, looking at
the red coals in the Franklin stove, and
rocking the sleeping child: Strange new
emotions rose in her breast as she sat there,
and .something new and warm anti sweet
surged up in her heart.
She imagined coming home every night to
be greeted by a childish form and· in the
long years to come to have some one to
care for and to care for her.
The fire had died down and the room was
quite chilly when Miss Timpkins arose and
tenderly laid the child in bed and awkwardly
tucked her in. Then she quickly undressed
and went to bed, and as she fell asleep that
night with her arms around the sleeping
child a great peace entered her soul. While
the pale winter moon ,struggling out from
behind the clouds and shining in upon her
sleeping countenance, saw that it fairly
glowed from some radiance within.
Up in heaven Peter, the recording angel,
had his book again open to the page wherein
was entered the name of Mehitable Anne
Timpkins, and a· tender sm He, beautiful to
behold, was on his countenance as he added
the following entry : " Whosoever shall re
ceive one of such children in my name
receiveth me ; and whosoever shall receive
me receiveth not me but him that sent me."
THE NEW GLOUCESTER SHAKERS

ESTLED under the hills, and situated
beside the calm, peaceful waters of
Sabbathday Lake; in the western part of the
town of New Gloucester dwells a peculiar
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people who style themselves "Shakers.''
Here they live their pure simple life in the
manner which they believe acceptable to
God.
The Shaker village at West Gloucester
is situated on the eastern side of a small
sloping hill, with the beautiful Sabbathday
Lake at its base, and surrounded on all sides
by picturesque landscapes.
The first Shakers came to New Gloucester
in the fall of 1783 and held meetings in the
western part of the town, the first meeting
being held in an old house just south of
where their buildings stand. Many people
were attracted by these meetings, and they
felt that they could gain more followers if
they established a settlement.
So in 1794
they settled at New Gloucester.
As they did not have much means with
which to construct buildings, they began
first by building a church. This church has
the " Shaker roof," a roof which is like that
on all other Shaker churches, in accordance
with the requirements of the society. In a
short time a large brick dwelling-house was
built on the opposite side of the road. This,
as the name implies, was to be the home of
the Shaker people.
Gradually the number of Shakers in
creased, some being led to follow them
through the preachings and teachings of
their religious meetings, others being small
children whose parents oftentimes had died,
or else being unable to support them had
given them into their care. After these
children grew old enough to decide for them
selves, they had the privilege of remaining,
or they could go away again.

..

Just a word at this point as to the belief
of the Shakers. The name" Shakers" was
given them in ridicule, but nevertheless it is
passively accepted by them.
The founder of the sect was Ann Lee, an
expelled Quaker who came to America in
177 4 with seven followers. The first settle-
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ment was made near Albany. They believe
in the immediate revelations of the Holy
Ghost, that God is king and governor; that
earth is heaven, now soiled and stained, but
ready to be brightened by love and labor
into its original state. The societies are
divided into smaller communities, called
families, each of which has its own male and
female head.
The early settlers obtained their living
from their large farm and from a saw-mill,
managing their work in such a way that they
made the settlement a very independent in
stitution.
Their mode of living is interesting to us,
as it is so much different from that of other
people. The Shaker sister has as much au
thority in the home as does the brother.
If
there is an elder, there is an elderess, but
these two never live together.
When they
eat the men sit at one table and the women
at another; likewise wh!'!n attending meet
ing the women sit on one side of the church
and the men on the other.
Any departure
from this custom is looked upon as a sin,
and the offender ceases to be a Shaker and
must go out into the world again.
Well might we all copy from them in their
simple mode of living, for upon entering the
house one is instantly reminded of the cus
toms of his forefathers.
Still we must not.
conclude from this that they are living in
the past, for by gazing about the room we
see pictures, papers, books and magazines,
and by a few moments' conversation one is
led to believe that they are well read and up
io date in the happenings of the world.
The Shaker women look very old-fashioned,
but neat, with their dark blue dresses, hair
combed straight back, and the small, white
caps or bonnets, which they wear while about
the house. When out of doors they wear
large blue bonnets, and over their shoulders
a garment which resembles an opera cloak~
The clothes of the men are the same as
those of other men, but they cut their hair
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short in front and. allow it to grow long in
the back.
The men raise potatoes and small fruits
on the farm and tomatoes, celery and cab
bages in a greenhouse. The women raise
large quantities of flowering plants, the flow
ers of which they sell at the Poland Spring
House during the summer.
The women do all kinds oE fancy work
and very beautiful it is--'-making sweaters,
capes, toques, pin cushions, novelties for
souvenirs, and many baskets.
They realize a great deal of money from
their baskets, the material for which is cut
only once in two years. It is made from
poplar wood, cut and sawed by the men into
thin shavings. Then the women take the
shavings and cut them into narrow strips.
Upon their old-fashioned hand looms various
shaped baskets are woven. These baskets
are then lined and polished, and when fin
ished are very attractive.
These find a ready
sale among the Poland Spring guests.
The school is carried on much differently
from that of our common schools. The
term begins about the first of November and
closes in March and the summer term opens
in May and closes in August. The children
are well supplied' with busy work and at an
early a,ge are, taught to weave baskets and
do other useful work. While in school they
have frequent recesses. They first recite a
few lessons, then have a short recess, then a
a few more lessons and another recess. Most
of their recess time is spent in marching
and singing. The children progress rapidly
in their school work under the kind and pa
tient teaching of these Shaker people.
One can gain a much better idea of the
life and customs and conditions of these
people by visiting their little ,colony than by
reading any description of them. Strangers
always receive a cordial welcome and find
the people always pleased to exhibit their
work.
·
Mae Marston.
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THE VA LUE OF A DOMESTIC SCIENCE
.

COURSE

LL good bus.iness men have for their
standar d, efficien cy. They plan their
business so that they may get the best results,
with the least amount of energy lost, but
they do not work out these methods wholly
by themselves. They learn from the expe
rience of others how the work can be carried
on with the least friction and the greatest
results. For example, in a laboratory where
almond cream is manufactured, the overseer
instructs the girls, whose work it is to paste
small booklets on the bottles, to lay the bottle
on the table with the left hand, paste the
booklet, and place the bottle in the tray
ready to pack, with the right hand. The
girls soon get used to this method, and are
able to work more efficiently because they
know the best and simplest way.
Why should not efficiency be the watch
word for the housekeeper and the home
maker as well as for the business man?
This question has been asked many times
and people are beginning to realize that un
less there is method and system the highest
efficiency cannot be obtained.
Parents are
sending their girls to Domestic Science
schools where they: may learn from experi
enced teachers the best and most adequate
methods of housekeeping.
How often we hear people say, "What's
the sense of taking up Domestic Science?
A girl can learn more at home than she can by
going to any of these new-fangled schools.''
Many girls do learn how to cook and sew
at home, but when a girl takes a Domestic
Science course she learns the best ways;
she gets her knowledge from experts who
have made a special study of these subjects.
For example, she may have learned how to
cook a delicious cake at home, but she
doesn't know why she used certain ingredi
ents, and she may have used twice the time
that was necessary in making the cake.
Therefore she is not as efficient in cake
making as she might be.

A
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Domestic Science applies the studies a
girl has taken in regular school and puts
them to some practical use. She learns from
her chemistry the composition of foods, the
chemical reactions which take place in cook
ing, and tests of adulterations and impuri
ties ; from her biology, the economic value
of fruits and vegetables to mankind ; from
textiles, the way to discover adulterations in
cloth. Each subject is taken up in such a
way that it has some direct value to the girl.
A great change is taking place in the
schools for girls to-day. Educators see the
need of introducing courses of Domestic
Science into grammar schools and high
schools as well as colleges. This branch of
school work is becoming more popular every
day. People see the commercial world spe
cializing, and realize that the domestic world
needs to, also. They know that it is the girls
in these schools who are to make the homes
of to-morrow. A large majority of girls do
not go farther than the grammar and high
schools, so it is especially necessary that
these subjects should be taught in the grades.
The Domestic Science course gives many
openings for girls who wish to earn their
living in this line of work. As the courses
in cooking and sewing are being introduced
into the elementary and secondary schools,
there is an increasing demand for qualified
teachers.
·•
Extension work is another interesting
branch. In this work, the girl demonstrates
before granges, fairs or expositions, or gives
papers before Women's Clubs.
The tea-room gives a girl who is a good
manager and has original ideas, an opportu
nity to use her talents. In large cities many
of these tea-rooms are carried on very suc
-cessfully. Some girls have a room or two in
-connection with their apartments where they
serve lunches at certain hours. The success
of this department depends upon the dainti
ness with which meals are served, good ad
vertising and efficient management.
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Some girls take a special dietitian's course.
This enables them to take charge of the
preparation of meals for a hospital, a child
ten's home, or a college dormitory.
They
learn the value of different foods and the
kinds and amounts necessary for invalids or
children.
There are many other branches of work in
which girls engage after taking up a Domes
tic Science course. Some become managers
of cafeterias, some take charge of institu
tional dormitories, while the great majority
become managers of a home, which after all
is the most important position to be filled.
Ethel Bryant.
THE MADA WASKA TRAINING SCHOOL

F

ORT K_ENl', one of the most beauti
ful villages of Northern Maine, is
situated near the junction of the St. John
and Fish rivers. About 70 per cent of its in
habitants are French, descendants of the
Arcadians.
During the Aroostook War the town was
occupied by Company C, First Regiment
U. S. Artillery, under the command of Cap
tain Webster. The old block house, Fort
Kent, named after Governor Kent, from
which the town takes its name, now belongs
to the Maine Historical Society, whic.h keeps
it in repair. This, and the barracks are all
that are left to remind the inhabitants of
what might have resulted in a serious con
flict.
The Madawaska Training School was es
tablished by the Legislature of 1878. It was
at first held alternately in Fort Kent and
Van Buren. Later the trustees of the State
Normal schools were further authorized by
the Legislature to locate permanently in Fort
Kent and to maintain for thirty-eight weeks
the Madawaska Training School, the school
to be under the control and direction of
trustees in the same manner as the other
State Normal schools. The trustees were
also authorized to provide a suitable builds
ing for the school.
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Money to meet the growing needs has
been appropriated by the legislature until
the s.chool building and the boarding-house
connected with it have been completed.
The attendance has been so large for the
past few years that it has been necessary to
build a new dormitory. This was begun in
1916, but it is not yet completed. The
building was to provide rooms for the boys
and a dining-room for the girls who did not
care to board themselves.
About one hundred seventy-five pupils,
one-third of whom are boys, attend the
school. The teachers of the Madawaska
territory, and the pupils who are sufficiently
advanced, make up the attendance.
Any
one who wishes to enter the school must be
over fourteen years of age and must ,.obtain
an average rank of 75 per cent. on enter
ance examinations. Nearly all the pupils
are French.
The aim of the school is to teach those
who attend it to speak and write the Eng
lish language fluently and to enable them to
teach it. Conversation in the schoolrooms
and in the dormitory must be, as far as pos
sible, in the English language.
A course which covers a period of four
years in manual training is given. The
girls are given practical instruction in sewing
and cooking by means of the four-year
course in household science offered by the
school. This course is· cl'osely connected
with the course in agriculture, which has
proven very beneficial to the boys and girls
of that section of Aroostook County. The
course has been made more prominent dur
ing the last few years under the manage
ment of Mr. Richard C. Croker, teacher of
agriculture.
Much laboratory work is done.
A garden is maintained by the school,
whereby the pupils can perform experiments
with different kinds of seeds. Much atten
tion has been paid to the cultivation of the
potato. The garden produce is used in the
dormitory.
The people of the Madawaska territory
owe many thanks to Miss Mary P. Nowland,
who has been principal of the school for
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many years, and under whose careful and
wise direction the Madawaska Training
E. P.
School is growing.
A DASH FOR BREAKFAST
"BUZZZZ-ZING"
-and
we slowly open
our sandy eyes to find that after all,
instead of being at home before the hearth
reading a recent novel, we are only in our
cot beds at the Dormitory, dreaming of the
folks back home. We rub our eyes, and,
forgetting all necessity of arising, continue
our pleasant dreams until suddenly we co~e
to the painful realization that we have but
six minutes in which to make the necessary
preparations for breakfast. My! but six
minutes were never made more use of than
now. One minute takes us out of the bed
and half way into our clothes ; the next two
minutes find us what we call dressed.
Then we make a mad rush to the wash
bowls, where to our terror and disgust we
find they are all in use by some of those
people who think that it is their indisputable
right to hold a place until they are abso
lutely germless. We do not stop to argue
the question or hurry them for we know it
is useless, but turn on our heels and, once
back in our rooms, run the comb through
the hair and stick in a few pins, trusting
that they will hold. Buzzzz-z-z-z - zing,
and now our six minutes are gone and we
are not yet washed ! But this must be done,
so we once more dash for the bowl, and
there, in a way which is best not told, we
go through the morning ablutions.
By this time we are quite awake and we
hurry through the corridors, and down · the
stairs, with one eye on the stairs, and the
other upon some hook that we have in our
extreme haste overlooked. As we enter the
dining room, all eyes are leveled on us, for
we are 1-a-t-e !
Somewhat embarrassed by the reproach
ful glances of our friends, we slip into the
first vacant seat, inwardly declaring that this
shall never happen again.
Ruth Greenwood, 'I8.
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THE CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION FAIR

HE 25th of November was chosen as
the date for "The Fair of Nations,"
conducted by the Christian Association.

T

The decorations of the booth were charac
teristic of the different countries and young
ladies dressed in the costumes of those coun
tries served their customers.
A dainty lunch room representing Holland,
under the direction of Miss Hallworth was
one of the most attractive features of the
fair.
Ireland was represented by the candy table
in charge of Miss Florence Taylor. The
Alumni table under the care of Miss Marion
Griffin represented Spain.
At the cherry
blossom booth of Japan, Miss Maloon offered
fancy articles.
At the Irish booth Miss
Shepherd had charge of school banners.
A
number of Scotch lassies under Miss Bearce's
directions offered aprons of all kinds to those
who passed by.
A Chinese laundry in charge of Miss
Mattie Robinson was well patronized.
At
Miss Tasker's booth were sold toys "Made
in America . " in our own jSloyd room.
'
An excellent entertainment was given both
afternoon and evening under the direction
of Mrs. Palmer and Miss Bakeman.
Afternoon Program
Piano Duet
Misses Poulin and Hunter
"A Chain of Daisies "
Mandolin Club
Miss Noye•
Reading, "The Famine"
Miss Glenfield
Whistling Solo, "Humoreske"
Miss Greenwood
Vocal Solo, " The Call "
Miss Jordan
Reading, " A Far Country"
Miss Hogue
Reading, "That Terrible Child"
Mandolin Club
Selection
E'11eningProgram
Editha Waltz
Vocal Solo, " A Winter Lullaby "

Orchestra
Miss Hallworth

/

Trio,

'' Three Old Maids of Lee ''
Misses Townsend, Chase and Thompson
A Playet, "Courtship of Miles Standish"
Misses Chase and Persis Wentworth
Mr. Oakes and Mr. Emery
Trio, "Little John, Bottle John"
Misses Taylor, Shepherd and Wolf
Tableau, '' The Magic Mirror''
Orchestra
'' Germanie ''
School Chorus
" Spring, Mother Normal "

CLASS RECEPTION
HE B reception, given February twenty
third under the supervision of the
Executive Committee and Miss Katherine
Paine as chairman of the decorating com
mittee, proved as usual the most important
social function of the year.

T

Merrill Hall was tastefully decorated with
evergreen trees and geraniums. An effective
illumination of the letters and numerals, F.
S. N. S. 1917 was arranged across the bal
cony. Room 1 was furnished as a rest
room.
The reception opened at half-past seven.
Those in the receiving line were Mr. and
Mrs. Mallett, Mrs. C. P. Merrill, Miss Lin
coln, Mfss Stone, Miss Richards, Miss Smart,
Mr. Oakes and Mr. Emery.
The receptioh was immediately followed
by dancing, the music being furnished by
Mosher's Orchestra.
Punch was served throughout the evening
and ice-cream and fancy crackers at inter
mission. More than seventy couples parti
cipated in the good time.
Among the guests were : William Van
Wart, Daniel Roper, Edwin Palmer, Henry
Grant, Walter Taft, Emerson Higgins, Glenn
Farmer, Harold Sawyer, Benjamin Smethurst,
Charles Flynn, Joseph Sandford, Ellsworth
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Holbrook, Leland Gorham, Charles Sprague,
Andrew Rollins, Frank Noyes, Clyde Stevens
and William Lyons, Bowdoin College.
Vernon Tooker, Olin K. Porter, Norman
Lattin, Arthur Minister, Fred Hussey, Rollo
Fagan, Frederick Gibson, Ellsworth Prince,
Wallace Hastings, Newton Nourse and John
Everett, Colby College.
John Hickey, Roy Fowler, Leighton Tracy,
Carl Lundholm, Ralph Moulton, Conrad
Coady and James Shattuck, Bates College;
Harold Staples and Robert Stewart, U. of M.;
Phil Adams, Tufts Dental College; Wendell
T. Smith, Kenneth Ramsey, Frederick Fish
and Nathan Clifford, Portland, Me.; Dan
Adams, Copeland Merrill, Freeman Dingley,
William Gould, Carl Fenderson, Clarence
Titcomb and Dean Hiscock, Farm ffi.gton;
Albert Swenson, Medford, Mass.; Lyman
Bryant, Worcester, Mass.; Hillary Burke,
Boston; Earle Carleton, Wiscasset, Maine;
Raleigh Smart, Dexter;
Harry Mitchell,
Eugene Sewall, Mr. and Mrs. Crandlemire,
Livermore Falls ; Franklin Moody, Ports
mouth, N. H. ; Clyde Vining, Brunswick;
Harold Paine, Dixfi~ld ; Fred Packard,
Augusta; Oscar Rollins and John Comins,
Wiltcni; Oliver Newman and Ralph Duffy,
East Wilton; Quincy Livermore, Fo'.'croft;
Roscoe Walker, North Jay; John Monroe,
Monroe, Maine.
BRIEF LOCALS
The division of the A class which chose
Domestic Science this year gave a very en
joyable dinner party to Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas, Mr. and Mrs. Brooks, Mrs. Allen,
and Dr. Downes, one night during the win
ter term.

The places of host and hostess were filled
by Miss Weston and Miss Russell.
MENU

Corn Soup with Pop Corn Garnish
Toasted Croutons
Roast Pork, Brown Gravy
Spiced Baked Apples
Olives
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Hashed Brown Potato
Fruit Salad
Parker House Rolls
Orange Baskets
Lemon Sherbet, Peach Sauce
Sponge Cake
Candied Orange
Coffee

One noon during the fall term Mrs. Lucia
Ames Mead from Boston gave a very able
and intere~ting talk concerning '' The Peace
League."
Thanksgiving Day a sumptuous dinner
was served at Purington Hall, through the
kindness of Mrs. Allen, to the teachers and
pupils who remained in town.
Another Camp Fire, called Toheyaina,
has been organized, with Miss Jefferds as
guardian. It has a membership of ten girls.
Miss Stone and Mr. Mallett represented
the School at the Massachusetts Alumni Re
union held in Boston, January 27.
· At the beginning of the winter · term a new
Victrola, the gift of the class of 1916, was
placed in Purington Hall. For this valuable
addition, which has been the means of giving
much pleasure to the students, we thank the
donors.

A children's party was given in Merrill
Hall the evening of November 30, for the
benefit of the girls who remained over the
Thanksgiving recess. Over sixty of the stu
dents were present, also a number of guests
from out of town. All the young ladies were
dressed in children's costumes. The even
ing was devoted to the playing of children's
games and dancing.
They all entered freely
into the spirit of the affair, and it was pro
nounced a most enjoyable evening.
Through the kindness of the Every Mon
day Club, the School received the rare privi
lege of listening to the famous humorist,
John Kendrick Bangs, in his lecture," Some
Salubrities I Have Met."
October 26, the Reverend Leavitt H.
Halleck, D. D., of Portland, gave an inter
esting lecture on the subject, " Why Our
Flag Floats Over Oregon."
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It has always been the great pleasure of
the Christian Association to give a recep
tion of welcome to the F class. This year
proved to be no exception to the rule and
on the evening of September 15th Merrill
Hall was the scene of a pleasant gathering.
Each girl wore a slip bearing her name
and that of her home town, and \yas given a
booklet containing subje c ts for conversation,
and the first part of the evening was spent
in becoming generally acquainted.
An ac- 
quaintance march, music and games followed,
among which was the old fashioned dough
nut race by the boys of the Normal School.
Punch and fancy crackers were served and
the evening closed with the singing of famil
iar songs around the piano.
At seven o'clock on Hallowe'en a ghostly
crowd assembled at Merrill Hall which was
dimly lighted with Jack-o'-lanterns.
The ghosts wandered aimlessly about till
they were summoned by the music of a comb
band to the dimly lighted basement.
Here
they sat in a circle on the floor while a
witch read their fortunes in rhyme.
Later they again assembled in the hall,
the masques were removed, and games and
relay races were enjoyed.
One interesting feature of the evening
was the straw vote for president.
Hughes
received a large majority, probably due to
the great ability evinced ' by his campaigners,
Miss Ricker and Miss Merrill. The demo
cratic workers were Miss Porter and Miss
Bakeman.
Refreshments consisting of doughnuts and
"The Witches' Brew" made the social com
plete.
February 16 and 17 Miss Smith attended
the Home Economics Conference of New
England for Normal School Teachers, which
was held at Simmons College.
The Home Economics Club has been held
every two weeks during the year. The topics
of interesr were :
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Parliamentary Law
Mr. Mallett
The Economic Value of Cranks and Faddists
D r . Cro swell
Mining
Miss Ricker
Camp Fire
Mi ss Stone
Lime Kilns at Rockland
Mis s Butler
The War Situation
Mi ss Merrill
Western Trip
Mr. Thomas
The Art of Story Telling
M rs. Palmer

Miss Ricker, the head of the State Department of Household Arts, has visited
severnl towns for the purpose of inspecting
the courses in household arts, also arranging
for the establishment of new courses .
THE SCHOOL INSPECTED
E had the pleasure of receiving a
visit from the Legislative Com
mittee on Education, January 21). There
were twelve in number, including State
Superintendent Glen W. Starkey.
They arrived on the noon train and spent
the afternoon inspecting the school and
dormitory.
The senior and advanced classes of the
household arts course displayed their culi
nary attainments by serving a dinner, which
was greatly appreciated by the visitors.
The menu was as follows :

W

Tomato Soup
Imperial Sticks and Rings
Swiss Steak
Potato Ro settes
Scalloped Cabbage and Roll s
Jelly
Spiced Apple s
Date and Celery Salad
Wafers
Pineap-ple Lacto
Marguerites
Cafe Noir

In the evening a reception was held at
Merrill Hall.
The pupils presented a short program,
consisting of solos by Misses Bakeman and
Greenwood ; a whistling solo by Miss Char
lotte Glenfield; a reading by Miss Duplisea,
and a trio by Misses Taylor, Wolf and
Shepherd.
Mr. Mallett then introduced Mr. Starkey,
who congratulated us upon our opportunities
here, and emphasized the need of trained
teachers. This was followed by short
speeches by members of the committee.
The remainder of the evening was spent
in dancing, the music being furnished by
Davis' Orchestra.
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WHOtS WHO IN THE FA.CULTY ROW?
When each morning at chapel their places they
take
What an august assembly the faculty make!
If you 'II keep quite silent and listen with care,
We '11 tell you who's who in that solemn row
there.

If there is an optimist up in that row,
It must be the teacher that beams at you so;
Her fine sense of humor pervades every class,
Her cheery, bright face is a help to each lass;
So lessons on pronouns or capital C
Are not half as bad as you thought they would be.
you ask, '' Who is this who is just passing by
Who looks as though nothing escapes her keen
eye?"
'Tis the one in the schoolroom on whom we de
pend
In the inatter of dress her advice to us lend,
Such as who can wear blue gowns and who can wear
white,
What's good for a dark girl, and what for a light.
What a dear busy lady this one seems to be,
Bustling round in the cherriest manner to see!
More t_han one wishes she were a Household Arts
girl,
So she could be caught in her bustle and whirl.
We wander along by the teachers' room door
Where pupils are hovering round by the score.
A bell is now punched and a teacher comes out.
Come nearer, we 'II find what the talk is about.
"Now
where are your flannels?
No wonder
you 're cold!
Go home, put them on and do as you 're told.
A big dose of physic, a hot bath and then
Go to bed with cold packs 'ti! you 're all well
again.''
Let's hurry away because I've a slight cold
And if I should sneeze, 't would be I she would
scold.
But who is this telling of siphons and pumps
In the kindliest way to a class in the dumps?
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The most patient one in the faculty row There isn't a pupil who won't tell you so.
A couple of tots now come shouting with glee;
We wonder which one of the teachers they see,
And soon we behold with great love in her face
The one in whose heart there is such a great place
For all childish forms with their trials and joys,
And we wish we could once more be girlies and
boys.
Though a bushel of fun twinkles right in her eye,
We know after all she can readily cry
When suffering, and sickness, and woe pass her
door:
Which makes us all love her exceedingly more.
There are five of the members who sit in that row
Who weren't of the number a short year ago,
And though they have sat up there only since fall
You 'II find that each teacher is liked by us all.
The two tall young ladies dressed wholly in white
Are ready to t~ach how to cook things just right
So you can go home and know just how to feed
Your family right; and this one can read
So well as to cause you to cry at her will,
And this one makes toys with the greatest of skill,
While the other one plays on the 'cello and sings.
You see they all do most unusual things.
And who is this man who is in such demand?
What odd queries· greet him on every hand!
Here's one who is homesick and simply must fly
On the first train to mother, or surely she 'II die.
Here's one who is yearning to go to a game
Which surely will bring to the Abbotts great fame.
A meek little lass for a book wants to send;
Another must go to a dance with a friend;
And one must confess to a terrible sin There's really no end to the trouble they 're in
But patiently, kindly, he deals with each case The head of the school and well worthy the place.
I hope they won't think I've been forward or bold
To tell you these things - and not half has been
told;
But now it is noon, and let's give as we go
Three cheers times three cheers for the faculty row.
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WHO'S WHO IN F. S. N. S.

Miss Porter learned the other day that it
was Oliver Wizard Perry who won a victory
at Lake Erie, and not Oliver Hazard Perry
as she had heretofore believed.

By whom has the subject of Latin been
introduced into F. S. N. S.?
What is the point around which the £emin
inity of F. S. N. S. revolves?
Miss Harrison ( after being convinced of
Who thought a banner would look well, her wrong answer) : " Well I I suppose it
over her transom ?
isn't but I always supposed it was.''
Who is interested in the special grain
A definition of a sandwich as given by a
question?
member
of the faculty: "Two slices of
Who is following fast the trail to camp?
bread
with
something funny in between.''
Who has had extensive practice in repairing harness ?
·•
Miss Fox (giving sentence in grammar):
"The horse's ankle which belonged to John
Portly in size, and lordly in mien
As commanding a figure as ever was seen.
is sp~ained."
She switches round amidst us, dressed
up in the latest style,
With a fascinating coiffure and a
real coquettish smile.
With eyes that lure and sparkle
and a saucy little nose,
She is worse than any magnet, as our
latest student knows.

Miss Merrill
way to prevent
Fountain ' in
Millett : " Not

: '' What would be a good
children from reading • The
a sing-song way? "
Mr.
to use that poem at all."

Miss Merrill: " What does ' golden cui
rassed bee ' mean? " Mr. Millett : " Well,
I always supposed that it meant that the
bee had been in the flower and gotten pol
len on the fur of its thorax.''
Teacher : "What objection is there to the
use of rat-poison? " Miss B. : " Why, I
think it is so cruel to the poor rats."
Teacher ( to pupil in Model School ) :
"What is an autobiography?"
No answer.
" Well ! What is a biography? " Pupil:
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" The story of a life." "Yes, now what is
an autobiography? " '' The story of an
auto."
"Miss Porter:
" Name one kind of
coal." Miss Higgins : " Pig-iron. "
Miss Merrill ( in B Literature) : "Miss
Lawrence, you may give your poem from
Keats.''
Miss L. - (hesitating):
"My
heart
aches - " ( sighs and takes her seat).
Mr. Thomas in Zoology, omitting roll
call) : " N a"me the branches thus far
studied, Miss Cushman."
Miss C - (absentmindedly) : "Present."

either.''
1st : " What can I be then?"
2nd: "Why-er~why
you can be a Nor
mal."

Miss Stone ( in Physiology) : " Nervous
impulses travel one hundred feet per
second."
Miss Preston ( four feet nine inches in
height) : " Would they not reach the brain
of a short person quicker than the brain oE
a tall person? ''
Teacher : '' What is snow? ''
Miss W : " Snow is powdered hail.''
Miss Butler ( in Textiles Class, discussing
bleaching and dyeing) : "When you get
to Chemistry, where you dye - " She was
not allowed to finish.
Mr. Mallet (in Psychology) : "Why do
housewives need imagination? "
Miss Marston : '' To get the next meal
with.''

Miss Butler : '' How would you extermin
ate rats and mice?" Miss McKeen: "Use
insect powder.''

Miss Merrill ( reading in Literature) :
"She stood in ears among the alien corn,''
instead of " She stood in tears among the
alien corn."
Says Miss Griffin : "I just hate to sew
on a stitching machine."
Miss Bakeman (very abruptly) : "Don't
you have any dates, Miss Moody?"
Two of the Model School children playing
school. 1st : '' Can I be Miss Lincoln? ''
2nd: "No, you don't know enough.''
1st:
" Well, can I be the teacher, then? " 2nd :
"No, you don't know enough for that,

Miss Merrill : '' Explain ' Darkling I
listen.' Please don't confuse the word 'dark
ling' with ' darling,' will you?"
Applicable

to F. S. N. S. in general:

"What it is, I cannot ken
That makes us wish the glance o' men."

Miss B. Bryant ( reciting in Textiles) :
"It's much· easier for people to dye today
than it used to be because laughter from the class).

" ( bursts of

Miss Stone: "Explain why you can do
the problem that way." Miss Preston:
" That is the only way I ever learned it.''
Miss Stone: "But that doesn't explain it."
Miss Butler: "What is veal."
Smart : " Veal is a baby cow."

Miss K.

Mr. Thomas: " How large was that lime
kiln you saw?" Miss Shepherd (thought
fully) : " Well ! It wasn't as large as some
things I have seen.''
Miss Merrill : '' Miss Packard, what was
Cromwell's army called?" Miss P. : " Iron
heads."
In fact, it was" Ironsides.''
Pupil ( to training teacher) : '' Is Faneuil
Hall still_standing? " Teacher (uncertain) :
"What an interesting question ! Let us all
look that up for to-morrow's lesson.''
Mr. Thomas ( in chemistry) : '' What is
hard water, Miss Thompson?''
Miss T.
(brightening): "Water that youcan'tmake
any impression on."
Mr. Mallett ( trying hard to get an an
swer) : " Didn't you ever try to pick up a
buoy in the fog, Miss R.?"
Miss R. (much
overcome) : " No, indeed.''
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Miss Bakeman ( in music) : " Don't leave
out the flats. They are very important.
Without clam flats we would have no clams."

soled the other with his revised issue of
some recent mottoes, from a poem by J. G.
Holland:

Doris Lake ( reciting in cooking) : " A
potato is an over grown stem.''

"Feet for the angels, but wings for men,
We might borrow some wings along the way,
We run, we shout, we perspire, we pray
When we only stumble and fall again.

Two of our p'opular boys and their lady
friends were enjoying a quiet moonlight
sleighride, not long ago, when to their sad
surprise the tugs gave way and their fiery
steed took advantage of its freedom and be
gan to run for home as fast as he could go,
leaving the merry party in the middle of the
road. The two braves decided that they
must leave their pleasant situations and away
to recapture the wicked animal, before ex
citement arose and inquiries should be
made of the victims of the runaway. After
they had run nearly a mile, one hero con-

"We run, we shout, we perspire, we pray,
And we think our steed mounts the air on wings
Beyond the reach of human things,
While our feet still cling to the heavy clay."

The Chinaman's definition of a teacher:
"Teachee, teachee,
All ee day teachee,
Night markee papers,
Nerves all creepee.
No one kissee,
No one hugee.
Poor old maidee
No one lovee."
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ALUMNI

REUNION
of the Massachusetts
Alumni Association of Farmington
State Normal School was held on February
3, at the Hotel Brunswick in Boston, and
was attended by over one hundred and
twenty-five graduates. First Vice-President
Edith Pratt Russell of the class of '94, pre
sided. Principal Mallett and Miss Stone of
the faculty were guests of _the Association.
Two pleasing features of the meeting were
the readings by Edith A. Maxwell, '04, and
solos by Hazel D. Wilson, '12.

Iris C. Crosby, '12, received the degree
of A. B., at Colby, and is now teaching
English in the High school at Danbury,
Conn.
Inez M. Rolfe, '12, teacher of Grade I
in the training school, F. S. N. S., resigned in
June, 1916, and is now teaching Grades I
and II in Beverly, Massachusetts.
Flora T. Norton, '13, advanced class,
'14, teacher of household arts at F. S. N.
S., resigned in June, 1916, and married
Ernest A. Odell, a prosperous grocer of this
town.

'•
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Orett F. Robinson, '13, entered Bowdoin
in '16, and is this year teaching to earn
money for continuing his work.
Edna M. Havey, '14, at one time substi
tute teacher of manual training at F. S.
N. S., is now manual training assistant and
principal's assistant of Chisholm and Bisbee
schools in Rumford. At present she is tak
ing an enforced rest at her home in North
Sullivan.
Lina C. Weeks, '14, has entered Bates
College, where she is taking the A. B.
course.
The new graduate catalogue which is now
being published, reports graduates of this

school in forty-three of the forty-eight
states; also in Alaska, Hawaii, Porto Rico,
and Greece.

Ex-Justice Charles E. Hughes, Republi
can candidate for the presidency in the last
campaign, has joined the law firm of which
Arthur C. Rounds, '80, is a prominent mem
ber.
Louis M. Perkins, A. B., '81,.has re~
turned to Maine from the West and has
settled on a farm in Strong, where he is
superintendent of schools and principal of
the High school.
Guy G. Fernald, A. M., M. D., '86,
resident physician at the Massachusetts
Reformatory, Concord Junction, Mass., is
the author of several valuable pamphlets
bearing on the medical side of criminology.
Arthur J. Chick, A. B., '94, is a member of
the Maine Senate from Kennebec County.
George W. Norton, '96, of Portland, and
Ashley A. St. Claire, '69, of Calais, are
members of Governor Milliken's Council.
Several graduates of this school are teach~
ing in schools for the backward races.
Minneola Clough, '98, is teaching in the
Lilliuokalani School in Hawaii. Hattie M.
Lombard, '08, · is in an Indian school in
Phoenix, Arizona. Alta M. Reed, '98, is
teaching in Hampton Institute, Virginia.
Marina A. Everett, '84, and Ethel M.
Trippe, '11, are in Spelman Seminary, At
lanta, Georgia. Henrietta Johnston Camp
is teaching in a United States Indian School
at Mount Pleasant, Michigan.
Cards have been received announcing the
engagement of Ruth Lander,
'14, to
Maurice Merrill of Skowhegan.
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E ackn owledge with thanks the fol
ing exchanges : The Hebron Sem
ester, Hebron Academy, Hebron, Me.;
The Islesboro Argonaut, Islesboro, Me.;
The Tripod, Thornton Academy, Saco, Me. ;
The Megaphone, Dean Academy, Franklin,
Mass.; Keene Kronicle, Keene Normal
School, Keene, N. H.; Coburn Clarion,
Coburn Classical Institute, Waterville, Me.;
The Laurel, Farmington
High School,
Farmington, Me.; Salmagundi, Aroostook
State Normal School, Presque Isle, Me. ;
The Racquet,
Portland High School,
Portland, Me.
Hebron Semester. Your papers this year
have been very good, the knocks being espe
cially bright. A few pictures would add
interest.

"

..
ALWAYS GO TO

Morton'sIce Cream
Parlor& Tea Room

Keene Kronicle. A good paper. Why
not have a more extensive literary depart
ment? Your cuts are interesting.
Coburn Clarion. An excellent paper.
It would be better if you would print the
name of your school and city. Your cuts
are clever.
Salmag-undi. Your board has accom
plished much.
Each department seems
complete. A table of contents would be
convenient.

Calledthe
Most Up-to-the-Minute
Place in Town
Finishedin Spotless White - Finest Silver and China
Dishes - New Silverware- CompleteLuncheon and
Ice CreamMenu- Competentand Courteous
Waiters and Waitresses

Argonaut.
You are to be congratulated
on the wide range of your exchanges.
Laurel. An interesting paper.
Megaphone. Very good paper. Why not
classify your literary and local departments?
The Tripod. Your papers are entertain
ing. Your alumni department is deserving
of praise.

MUSIC IF DESIRED
SpecialPartiesAttendedTo

SpecialMenu~

' .

~
~

Always Insiston MORTON'S Ice Cream
MORTON'S Food
MORTON'S Service
The CombinationUnequalled

,_

~

Sole Agent for
FOSS' QUALITY and PREMIER CHOCOLATES

~

i

~
~

1,
~
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Sumner P. Mills
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F. C. Lovejoy, D. M. D.
Dentist

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW

FIRE INSURANCE
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64 MAIN

STREET,

FARMINGTON,

Herman Goldberger

MAINE

Farmers' Phone 30-2

AGENT FOR ALL EDUCATIONAL
PERIODICALS AND MAGA ZINES

Main Street, Farmington, Maine

---

----Compliment s of

LOWEST
PROMPT

CLUB PRIC E S
EFFICIENT

AND

Compliment s of

44 Bromfield Street

George M. Currier

. ·.
. ..
SERVICE

BOSTON, MASS

FRANK W. BUTLER
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW

INSURANCE
FARMINGTON,

MAINE

Farmington, Maine
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Wilfred McLeary
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C. B. MOODY
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Plumbing, Heating and
Sheet Metal Work
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Voter & Know ltori
Hardware
Sporting Goods
Mill Supplies

Insurance of All Kinds
55 Main St.,

Farmington,

Maine

.,........

,

~
~

~

Norton's @
Candy Store
*

"Our Own Make

ffi
~
~

of Ice Cream."

..............................
A Fine
..............................
!:fi
liil

~

NOTICE!
We use a ,Prosperity Collar Moulder
Saves Collars, Tie Slips Easy
Give us a Trial

New Method Steam Laundry
G. S. MAcLEOD, Proprietor
Telephone, 129

BROADWAY, FARMINGTON

ffi
~
~
ffi
~

!:fi
!:fi
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*
Line of

Sunshine

Crackers

and Fancy Wafers.

*
Delicious Hot Chocolate
and Malted Milk.

*
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The Ever - Ready Dessert
NISSEN'S PACKAGE CAKES:
Your Choice of seven varieties. Delicious and Wholesome.
at the WESTFIELD

SEARLES & FRENCH
MEATS, GROCERIES,

Exhibited

PURE FOOD SHOW in 1914.
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FRUITS AND VEGETABLES

49 MAIN STREET

BIG STORE

BOTH

PHONES

BIG STOCK

Made in Maine's Largest Bakery, where visitors are always welcome.
Besides the Cakes, we receive fresh every day The Famous BUTTER
KR UST BREAD:

Pan Rolls, Doughnuts, Crullers, Mocha Cakes, Jelly

Rolls, Mince and Apple Turnovers, Mince, Apple, Lemon, Washington and
Mocha Pies:

Hermits, Sugar and Molasses Cookies.

NISSEN'S

Products are sold exclusively in Farmington by

E. A. ODELL.

r························
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FARMINGTON
TONSORIAL PARLORS
Ladies' Shampooing and
Electrical Massage Work
a Specialty
MILLETT

& CURTIS,

PROPRIETORS

Our Trimmed and Untrimmed
Hats are Celebrated · for Style,
Quality, Beauty and Low Cost
INSPECT OUR LINE
BEFORE BUYING ..

Mrs. M. K. Robash

i.•••••••••••••••••••••••••
..i i........................... J

NORMAL
SCHOOL
Out of the ordinary
Articles for Lunch
STUDENTS
We carry a good stock of Manual
Training Supplies. We have ...

CUP HOOKS
COAT HOOKS
BRADS, GLUE
SCREWS, WAX
JOHNSON'S DYES
SLOYD KNIVES and
TRIMMING SAWS

es, Chafing - Dish
and Reception
A full line of Staple
and

Fancy Groceries

~

NEW
YORK
STORE
W. M. PRATT,

COME IN AND WE WILL
USE YOU RIGHT

W. W. SMALL CO.

Prop.

BOTH TELEPHONES

1".\

~

;

FARMINGTON
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NORMAL

l!J~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I·

B~

FARMINGTON

~J The World's Leading Educational Magazines
~

B~

✓-

-_c·-

NEW ENGLAND TEACHERS' AGENCY
Y. M. C. A. Building, Portland, Maine
G. W.

CRAIGIE,

Manager

EMMA

F.

HIGGIN S,

Asst. Manager

~PRIMARYt!l

~ij~

EDUCATION

...:.:-::. -~ F
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Complimentsof

m

NORMAL

We need Normal Graduates for lucrative positions.

Send for our literature .
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When in need of

Money 0Tders
Tra:.velers' Checques
Tourist Tickets
Express Service

OCTOB ER. 1905"'

EDUCA.TIONAL·l'UBLIS
.HING·COMPANY'
BOSTON NEW VORK•CHICUJO
AND •SAN PRANClSCO

NEW YORK

BOSTON

CHICAGO

SAN FRANCISCO

Con sult

· J. E. BOLGER.

SO Bromfield Street, Boston, Mass.

American

LOCKE'S

BROADWAY CAFE

EUROPEAN

11
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PLAN
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Stylish JVlilliniryand frisb Stock
New creations in Millinery are received each week, the latest
vogues and fancies being immediately reproduced. This keeps
the styles up to the minute and the stock perfe ctly fresh

MRS. HARRY BROWN
•·······-··-·················---·~··
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€.xcbange notel

59 Main St.
~.....,_._._

M. M. TARR, Prop.''

Farmington

-....-...

~

COAL

..A-JILJILJt.

o_ -W-.

13 BROADWAY
.....

,_..
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FARMINGTON

Co.

ADAMS

~ --····

STREET,

Cut Flowers for all Occasions

Meals at all Hours

" JUST AROUND THE CORNER"

•~••••u-,1-•11... ,n-u

Express

37 MAIN

Agent

......-.-...

For Fresh Candy, Nuts and
Fruits

Dtntiat

To any part of the Commercial World

FRANK HASKELL SMITH, Maine Agent

We solicit a share of your p atr onat:e

Dr. E. C. Merrill

Typewriters to Let.

Free Carriages to and from all Trains

,._.__.__,._

•••
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•
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•
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00..A..L
Steele

Typewriter Supplies Always on Hand.
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FARMINGTON

FAR

NORMAL

.MING

TON

NORM
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AL

BUY

JV[oabe,-ta
o,-cbeat,-a FARMINGTON,

YOUR

Millinery
MAINE

Compliments

from

OF

Mrs. Miller

A Friend

Any Number of Players furnished for Dance
or Concert Work.
Complete Library of
Standard and Popular Selections.

And be Sure of the Latest
At the Lowest Prices

We Play to Please the Public
Maine Tel. 147-2 Hou1e 30-3

Compliments

COMPLIMENTSOF

Dr. E. R. Hackett

We have a fine assortment of Rings, Pendants and
Watches. Every teacher should have a ·wrist watch.
Our wrist· watches are the best and at the most reason
able prices. Call in and see them at the

of

Davis' Orchestra

Dentist
GREENWOOD BLOCK, FARMINGTON,MAINE

\

VICTR.OLAS

I

.

From
$15.00

to $400.00.

E. G. BLAKE JEWELRY STORE
SPECIALRECORDS
~~~~~~~~~~~

on hand for

~~~~~~~~~~~

school use.

'I

OUR STOCK of

Compliments of

Victrola and Grafonola
RECORDSis complete.

JOHN ALLEN SWEET, JR.

Compliments of

Httorncy-at-Law

OR.AFONOLAS

A FRIEND

From
$15.00

FARMINGTON,

MAINE

to $350.00.

VICTROLA

Charles
Dealer

W. Norton

in High . Grade

Church

St., Farmington,

Pianos
Me.

GRAPHONOLA

FARMINGTON
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FARMINGTON

NORMAL

F. L. BUTLER
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

Flour,

Corn,

Meal, Feed,

Lime, Salt, Southern Pine
Lumber, Hardwood Flooring, Country Produce

High Cut Boots
LADIES'

0 '

FURNISHING
HOUSE

IN MANY NEW MATERIALS

0 '
0

Headquarters

0

Cbe Op-to-Date Sbop

Also

For Ladies' and Misses'
Wearing Apparel

A. D. Ingalls, Farmington,
Maine

CURRIER

C. HOLMAN

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW

•j

Fine

Dry·and Fancy Goods

Silks, Coats, Suits and Shirtwaists
LARGE ASSORTMENT TO SELECT FROM

FARMINGTON, MAINE

Sorosis

for E. P. Reed & Co.,
Rochester, N. Y.

H. C.

R. Depot

ARBO C. NORTON

for the
Shoes.

NEW DESIGNS
Coming In Daily

Bonney' s Block, opposite
M. C.R.

43

NORMAL

FARMINGTON, MAINE

RUSSELL

Compliments

THE

of

BOYS

Peoples National
Bank Building-

I
i·---·--··-·--··-·--1
Q.T~e
1'11ir.at
Natinual 1Bauk
COMPLIMENTS

i

I

OF

Jos. C. HOLMAN, President
E. E. RICHARDS, Vice-President
J. H. THOMPSON, Cashier

I
I

Directors
Jos. C. HoLMAN
E. E. RICHARDS
J. H. THOMPSON
HANNIBALRussELL
w. W.

!i

·

FARMINGTON,

.................................................................

MAINE

SMALL

0
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FARM
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Jtrraukliu<trnuuty~ttuiugs 1Sauk
T H E OLDE ST BANK IN FRANKLIN

Interest begins the 1st of every month.

COUNTY

One dollar will

open an account ·
GEOR GE

B.

CRA GIN,

J. P.

PrCJiden t

WHORFF,

Treasurer

......................•...................................................•...................
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RIPLEY

& COMP ANY

FLORISTS
aao

~

--------

• • 1 111
1~

Flowers for All Occasions

Loose

- ---------

Or

Arranged

---

Vegetable, Greenhouse

and Bedding Pl ants, Bulbs, Etc.

TELEPHO

NE CONN ECT IONS

******~**~~~~~**~**************

,uui,u,u,u,u,u,u,u
,u,u,u,u,u,u
ui,HUi,u,u
ALWAYS IN STOCK

Large Line High-grade Bags and Suit Cases
for Women.
Knit Coats and Caps.
Men's Clothing.
·

THE

RED

STORE

Mc,LEARY & VOTER

CO.

TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT
TTTTTTTTTTTTTTYTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT
The Knowlton f!# Mcleary Co., Print ers, Farmington, Maine .

